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ABSTRACT

According to a children’s rights’ approach, asylum-seeking children are entitled to special protection. However, reality dictates that as soon as they enter a host country irregularly, they are often criminalised, thus becoming part of the crimmigration debate and as a result they
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are further deprived of basic human rights including the right to be heard, as enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. This paper starts from a discussion on the fact that children on the migratory pathway need to be granted a central and active role in research, especially in times when new theoretical concepts in the field of juvenile justice and migration policing are introduced. We continue by delving into both an illustration from Greece and Belgium on how the right of the child to participate and to be heard is applied during reception and asylum procedures. We draw attention to the existing peculiarities of rights-based research methods in immigration studies, whilst arguing for holistic approaches that aim to move beyond the decorative concept of voicing children and towards a positive change concerning asylum processes for migrant minors.
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**RESUMEN**

Según el enfoque de los derechos de la infancia, los niños, niñas o adolescentes solicitantes de asilo tienen derecho a una protección especial. No obstante, la realidad muestra que tan pronto como entran en un país de manera irregular, son criminalizados, convirtiéndose así en parte del debate sobre la crimigración. Como resultado, se ven privados de sus derechos humanos básicos, incluido el derecho a ser oídos, consagrado en la Convención de las Naciones Unidas sobre los Derechos del Niño. El presente artículo parte de una discusión sobre el hecho de que la infancia en movimiento requiere un papel central y activo en la investigación, especialmente en momentos en que se introducen nuevos conceptos teóricos en el ámbito de la justicia juvenil y la vigilancia migratoria. En segundo lugar, se profundiza, a través de los casos de Grecia y Bélgica sobre cómo se aplica el derecho del niño, niña o adolescente a participar y a ser escuchado durante los procedimientos de recepción y asilo. Se llama la atención sobre las peculiaridades existentes en los enfoques de investigación basados en derechos aplicados a los estudios sobre inmigración, y se aboga por el uso de enfoques holísticos que tengan como objetivo superar el concepto simbólico de dar voz a los niños, niñas y adolescentes y así conseguir un cambio positivo con respecto a los procesos de asilo de la infancia migrante.

**Palabras clave:** UNCRC, menores migrantes, detención migratoria, debate sobre la crimigración, procesos de asilo, derecho a ser oído, vigilancia migratoria, entrevista de asilo

**1. Introduction**

The issue of protecting the rights of children in an uninterrupted and legally effective way under the scope of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989, hereinafter CRC), has always been at the forefront of all contracting member States’ national policies, despite the difficulties involved in its implementation process. For this reason, the need to provide...
ample and adequate protection to those requiring substantial legal and procedural assistance gradually became a more pressing reality, especially due to the massive number of asylum-seeking individuals arriving in Europe, including both unaccompanied minors (hereinafter UAM), as well as minors who are separated from their parents or legal guardians (UN High Commissioner of Refugees, 2013, hereinafter UNHCR; EKKA, 2019). Nevertheless, even though children who migrate seem to have a very strong and undebated claim to protection and care according to protectionist rhetoric’s (Bhabha, 2001), they often find themselves in situations of uncertainty, in-between-citizenship or even complete rightlessness.

Based on the above, socio-legal issues regarding migration control and policing gradually became matters of crucial importance in European societal debates in which discourses have evolved on migration and crime control imperatives. Subsequently, criminological science has shown a growing interest in the matter with the introduction of new theoretical concepts such as crimmigration, indicating the convergence and alignment of processes of criminal law enforcement and migration control (Stumpf, 2006; Aas, 2011; Aliverti, 2012; Pakes, 2013). The latter can be illustrated by the reported resemblances between immigration detention centres and prisons (Bosworth, 2014), the ambivalent political rhetoric on the dangerousness of migrants (Bhabha, 2014) as well as the normalisation of deportation, rendering the legal personhood of asylum seekers and undocumented immigrants precarious (Gündogdu, 2015, p. 18).

Asylum-seeking children in their majority, originate from countries which are severely affected by warfare activities and characterized by a clearly unstable and practically insecure socio-political and cultural regime. As a result, migrant minors often experience forced migration, coupled with extensive deprivation of human rights as depicted in the CRC, thus leading to phenomena of victimization. For this reason, children on the migratory pathway most commonly arrive in Europe in an effort to seek refuge far from persecution, which confirms the prerequisites of the refugee status as enshrined in Art. 1A of the Geneva Convention (1951, hereinafter Convention) and amended by Art. 1 (2) of the Protocol relating...
to the Status of Refugees (1967). Therefore, it has been widely supported both in the literature and research that asylum-seeking children are considered to be particularly vulnerable and in need of special protection and support upon arrival in European host countries (UN General Assembly, 1996; Goodman, 2004; Derluyn & Broekaert, 2008; Thommessen, Laghi, Cerrone, Baiocco & Todd, 2013; Thommessen, Corcoran & Todd, 2015; Papadopoulos & Pycroft, 2019). This would include processes that safeguard children’s rights under the scope of the CRC, both during reception proceedings (e.g. Vervliet, Rousseau, Broekaert & Derluyn, 2015), as well as in the course of the asylum process (Papadopoulos, 2020).

However, despite the research that has been conducted on the issue of wellbeing and integration of migrant minors in Europe (e.g. Lidén & Nyhlén, 2016), not much attention has been given to the right of asylum-seeking children to be heard throughout the administrative steps that follow their irregular entry and subsequent application for international protection. To this end, this paper places emphasis both to Greece and Belgium and further examines whether Art. 12 CRC, namely the children’s right to participate, be heard and question all matters affecting them, is properly applied during reception and asylum procedures. In recent years, Greece has been widely referred upon both in literature and research for being the stepping-stone to international protection for most children on the migratory pathway. However, despite the plethora of regulations that protect and promote children’s rights, the massive numbers of UAM arriving in Greece cause retributive migration policies to apply.

For this reason, this paper will initially add focus on the criminalisation of minors due to their irregular entry, the latter being a form of reactionary political response on the side of Greece as a host country, eventually causing migrant minors to be subjected to administrative proceedings that resemble criminal law processes (Papadopoulos & Pycroft, 2019; Papadopoulos, 2020). On the other hand, this contribution raises the question what it means for children to be voiced in the asylum procedure in Belgium. We will use the case of the asylum interview in Belgium as an illustration of the importance of children’s narratives and stories to prove credibility in the context of migration administration. The Belgian case is interesting as there is a child-specific approach to be found both in the legal framework as well as in daily practice where children under the age of twelve are being heard in child
specific hearing rooms by specialized Protection Officers. Hence, even though such child-
specific provisions exist, there are still tensions to be observed between researching the
susceptibility of a child’s claim for international protection and the actual issue of protecting
the rights of children’s in this context.

By discussing the implementation of Art. 12 CRC in two different frameworks and
two different stages of the reception process for migrant children, namely the administrative
processes that follow their illegal entry in Greece and the actual asylum interview in Belgium,
a link will be established between the right of children to be heard, as enshrined in Art. 12
CRC and its current applicability within the domestic policy of contemporary European
member States. For this reason, in an effort to aim for holistic approaches that allow for the
voice children on the migratory pathway to be heard, this paper looks through the lens of a
children’s rights approach and discusses the clear tension that exists between the best interest
of the child principle, as introduced in Art. 3 CRC and the need for migrant minors to be
voiced during all stages of the asylum process in the host country. Based on the above and
taking into consideration the special status of asylum-seeking children, their role in the
crimmigration debate will also be discussed, as well as the need for them to be granted a
central and active role in contemporary research. As a result, it is through combining
perspectives from the disciplines of both law and criminology that allows for this paper to
elaborate on the need for in-depth empirical analysis of children’s rights in the context of
migration, whilst moving beyond the tokenistic concept of voicing children (Lundy, 2007, p.
938) and towards an era of positive change with regard to asylum processes for children
seeking a safe future out of harm's-way and certainly far from their country of origin.

2. Researching the Right to be Heard in the context of migration

In order to understand how human rights are enforced in the everyday reality of migrant
children who arrive in Europe and undergo reception and asylum procedures and what effect
these rights have in their lives, scholars need to find ways to access children’s rights empirically, both on an implementation level, as well as on the level of lived experiences of
those who are subjected to both immigration enforcement and protection concerns. In what follows, we will discuss methodological peculiarities and the importance of rights-based research methods in immigration studies involving children. Even though rights-based research methods have been widely recognized, they still need thorough ontological, epistemological, theoretical and ethical reflections and critical examination in every research setting. Therefore, it is not only interesting to consider what it means for children on the move to be voiced in different contexts throughout reception and asylum procedures, but to also draw parallels on how voice and issues thereof are being remediated in social scientific research. In the past two decades, a paradigm shift has been established in the way participation of children in research has become central to academic inquiry (James, 2007; Powell, Fitzgerald, Taylor & Graham, 2012; James & Prout, 2015).

Under the impulse of the CRC came a movement away from the assumption that children are helpless and not capable of forming their views or making decisions on their behalf (Landsdown, 1994), towards being actively involved in reconstructing their livelihoods and development (James, Jenks & Prout, 1998). These evolutions show that depending on how researchers look at children, performing research and producing knowledge is influenced accordingly (Kellett, Forrest & Ward, 2004). According to James & Prout (2015), child-based research implies that a more active role is adjudicated to children as capable actors and experts of their narratives. With this new paradigm came the need to rethink existent methodological and theoretical frameworks beyond voicing, in which reflections on the right to participation were omnipresent (Lundy, 2007). Hence, interdisciplinary theoretical perspectives on conducting research with children and young people have been developed, causing a conceptual transformation in which the voice of children is explicitly discussed (Munford & Sanders, 2004; Powell & Smith, 2006). To this end, children need to be granted the right to control their narrative in child-centred approaches, a goal which cannot always be achieved by more traditional in-depth interviews (Beazley, Bessell, Ennew, & Waterson, 2010).

Even though methodological frameworks were formed and reformed over the years in a way that giving voice to children became central in research, we can say that the scientific
robustness continuously needs to be debated: *A critical, reflexive approach to child-voice research needs to take into account the actual research contexts in which children’s voices are produced and power imbalances that shape them. However, instead of detracting from the value of voice in research, acknowledging and reflecting on the situated character of children’s voices and their limits can, potentially, contribute to new, more productive ways of producing and representing children’s voices* (Spyrou, 2011, p. 2). We would like to argue that obstacles, challenges and even failures in academic research create an important source of knowledge. A form of knowledge about voicing that can serve professional, institutional and practical contexts such as in this case reception and asylum procedures undergone by migrant children. Even though including voices of children has almost entirely become routine practice in research, Lundy, McEvoy & Byrne (2011) stress the importance of taking a critical stance at the growing body of “voicing” scholarship. After all, the use of the concept *voicing* or *children being voiced* in the field of migration studies, without a further contextualization, can portray children as overly passive, to which end, it seems like a researcher is required to enable asylum-seeking children to express themselves without hesitation. For this reason, conceptual and epistemological pitfalls need to be discussed.

When conducting research with asylum-seeking children, there are several elements that make it more difficult to create open dialogues, such as language barriers, cultural differences, power imbalances and trust issues (Oh, 2012), especially in cases where the lack of trust leads to a clear unwillingness on the part of the child to participate in research (Hancilova & Kanuder, 2011). An issue that is specifically pertinent and often discussed in research with vulnerable groups is the power imbalance between researcher and participant (Hood, Mayall, & Oliver, 1999; Barker & Smith, 2001; Christensen, 2004; Gallagher, 2008; Holland, Renold, Ross, & Hillman, 2010; Hunleth, 2011). The power disparity is even harder to overcome in research with children as they are often considered to be relatively *powerless* compared to adults (Clacherty & Donald, 2007; Morrow & Richards, 1996). It has been stated that participatory research can partially restore power disparity (Thomas & O’Kane, 1998). However, the philosophy behind the concept of *participation* cannot be generalized for all approaches of a participatory character. Within this line of thought, Hart (1997) points out...
that several *levels* of participation need to be distinguished from one another: from a decorative form of participation to a collegiate process in which participants are consulted for all stages of the research process. Research can be collaborative, in the sense that children and researcher collaborate (co-research) during the phase of data collection, analysis and dissemination, but that it is still the researcher who stays in control of creating the research questions, describing the research goals and design. This way of doing research is still led by an adult, and not to be compared to child-led research approaches, *where children determine the focus of exploration, choose the methods of investigation and actively disseminate their findings* (Kellett, 2012, p. 7). Different forms of participation and collaboration can exist and can even be used complementary to each other. However, transparent communication about the *level of participation* is crucial to participatory research, to which end Lundy (2007, p. 938) supports the argument that *often children are asked for their views and then not told what became of them; what is, whether they had any influence or not*, thus warning us to be alert towards such decorative approaches of *voicing research*.

Based on the above, in an effort to provide children with the right to be heard and express their opinions freely concerning all matters affecting them, Art. 12(1) CRC establishes that the views of the child must be given due weight in accordance with the child’s age and maturity, whereas according to Art. 12(2) CRC, children must have the opportunity to be heard in all judicial and administrative proceedings affecting them. According to Lundy (2007), Art. 12 CRC ensures that children are given opportunities to form and express their views in a free manner, whereas Krappmann (2010) argues that Art. 12 CRC encompasses the premise that although children cannot make decisions for themselves on many issues, they have the right to be heard and that have their views seriously considered when decisions are taken and when these decisions have an immediate effect on them. After all, the importance of children being able to participate actively in the decision-making process has been supported by McCafferty (2017, p. 330), stating that if children are not openhandedly provided with opportunities to express themselves freely or participate actively within the decision-making process about the matters that affect them, this would represent a direct contradiction to safeguarding a human-rights-based perspective. And for the latter to be
achieved, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (hereinafter Committee) supports that it is not necessary that the child has complete knowledge of all aspects of the matter affecting her or him, but that she or he has sufficient understanding to be capable of appropriately forming her or his own views on the matter (2009, para. 21), thus indirectly suggesting that for children to be able to form and express a view freely, Art. 12 CRC must be read in light of Art. 13 CRC, that is, the right of all children to seek, receive, and impart information (Lundy, McEvoy & Byrne, 2011).

Furthermore, about the more judicial Art. 12(2) CRC in specific, the Committee (2009, para. 32-33) supports that this provision applies to all relevant judicial proceedings affecting the child, without limitation, including, among others, criminal law cases, as well as cases affecting asylum-seeking and refugee children, proving that Art. 12 CRC is both a substantive right, as well as a procedural right in relation to the other CRC provisions. Following this premise and taking into consideration the legal and procedural perils that exist during the implementation process of Art. 12 CRC, it has been supported in the literature that the right to be heard should always apply when it comes to children on the migratory pathway being subjected to reception and asylum proceedings (Hodgkin & Newell, 2007; Parkes, 2013; Rap, 2019, p. 10). Hence, stemming from the difficulties that are involved with regard to the applicability of Art. 12 CRC both upon the minors’ illegal entry in European host countries, as well as throughout the followed international protection processes, we will now focus on the implementation of the right to be heard within the Greek and Belgian context, under the scope of the CRC

3. On questioning criminalisation processes in Greece

Even though illegal entry in a European host country could be the basis of a plethora of discussion topics in the field of immigration law and policing, the applicable law in Greece remains rather straightforward regarding the issue at hand. In detail, according to the Greek law, no differentiation whatsoever exists among asylum-seeking individuals when it comes to administrative processes following their illegal entry in the country (Papadopoulos & Pycroft, 2019). More specifically, to enter the country irregularly is considered to be in direct
violation of Art. 83(1) of Act 3386 of 2005, according to which a third-country national who leaves or attempts to leave or enters or attempts to enter the Greek territory without legal formalities shall be punished by imprisonment of at least three months and a penalty of at least EUR 1,500. Hence, the specific point in time that is of crucial importance is when one attempts to, or successfully manages to enter the Greek territory irregularly because this is when one is arrested, and legal charges are pressed.

As a result, a standardised criminalisation of illegal entry occurs, despite the existing guarantees of the right to asylum of Art. 18 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2012), clearly stating that The right to asylum shall be guaranteed with due respect for the rules of the Geneva Convention of 28 July 1951 and the Protocol of 31 January 1967 relating to the status of refugees and in accordance with the Treaty establishing the European Community. Adding to the above, the administrative steps following the illegal entry of asylum-seeking children in Greece, include them being temporarily placed under custody of a protective character, until they are identified as minors and then assigned either to legal guardians, or humanitarian organization (Papadopoulos, 2020). However, due to the inability of the Greek State to cover the needs of the excessively high number of migrant minors irregularly arriving in the country, protective custody is often replaced by proceedings that resemble detention (Papadopoulos & Pycroft, 2019). The latter causes a unique procedural phenomenon where asylum-seeking children are placed in detention facilities, pending referral to appropriate hosting units, as soon as all administrative procedures are completed.

However, research has shown that detention in this case leads to children being subjected to conditions that are highly inappropriate (Greek Ombudsman, 2003-2011, 2016; Galante, 2014; Papadopoulos, 2020) and challenges Art. 3 CRC (Papadopoulos & Pycroft, 2019), as discussed. This argument has also been widely supported by several human rights instruments (UN Human Rights Council Report of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention 2015, para. 46; UN Committee on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and Members of their Families 2017, para. 32), stating that the deprivation of liberty of asylum-seeking children, including unaccompanied or separated children, as well as
refugee or stateless children on the sole basis of their migration status or that of their parents, is a violation of Art. 3 CRC, hence strictly prohibited. Consequently, the Committee came to the conclusion that detention cannot be justified solely on the basis of the child being unaccompanied or separated, or on their migratory or residence status, to which end Member States were urged to expeditiously and completely cease the detention of children on the basis of their immigration status (2005, para. 61; 2012, para. 32, 78). Nevertheless, according to Art. 6(2) of Directive 2013/32/EU, member States shall ensure that asylum seekers are provided with the opportunity to lodge applications for international protection as soon as possible, thus proving that one is expected to enter the host country irregularly, before following asylum processes.

Hence, for one to be considered as international protection applicant, one must promptly express a fear of suffering serious harm when returned to the country of origin or former habitual residence, as stated under the Practical Handbook for Border Guards - Schengen Handbook (2006, para. 10). Immediately after that, Art. 83 of Act 3386 of 2005, as discussed, ceases to exist and the criminalisation of illegal entry for asylum-seeking children is temporarily postponed, ergo the State authorities refrain from prosecution for illegal entry until an official decision on the application for international protection is issued. This means that even if one has entered the Greek territory illegally, one is not considered to violate the provisions of Act 3386 of 2005, for as long one’s application for international protection is under examination. Based on that, we can state that one depends entirely on the outcome of the application for international protection, whereas in the meantime, the criminalisation of illegal entry still stands strong.

Reality dictates that during that specific timeframe, minors are subjected to administrative proceedings that resemble the outcome of criminal law processes, thus creating a unique link between Art. 12(2) CRC and the crimmigration debate. Following this premise and despite the wide research with regard to crimmigration (e.g. Van der Woude, Van der Leun and Nijland, 2014), it appears that no question was ever raised among scholars on the criminalisation of migrant minors arriving in Greece, solely based on them irregularly entering the country, mainly because during administrative detention, migrant minors are still
considered to be placed under a custodial regime of a protective character. Therefore, detention, in this case, is not considered to be an administrative process as stated under Art. 12(2) CRC, which results to children being deprived of the right to express themselves freely and question it accordingly. As a result, crucial questions are formed whether migrant children are or are not provided with the right to be heard when it comes to administrative detention being applied upon them. Unfortunately, the voice of refugee minors in this specific stage of the asylum procedure in Greece remains silenced.

4. **On being voiced in the Belgian asylum procedure**

It is because of complex vulnerabilities of migrant minors, that a children’s rights approach is advanced in multiple human rights instruments, namely the CRC under Art. 22, dictating that appropriate protection and humanitarian assistance is to be provided by State Parties to migrant minors, the UN guidelines of the Children’s Rights Committee (such as for example General Comment No. 6 on the treatment of unaccompanied and separated children), the EU Directives (such as the EU directive on common procedures for granting and withdrawing international protection) and the case-law of the ECtHR (such as the famous Thabita case\(^3\)). Accordingly, member States must always take Art. 3 CRC as a primary consideration, with special attention added to the needs of the child, the child’s *right to family life* and deprivation of liberty as *a measure of last resort*. Not only the decisions and execution of these decisions must be in line with a children’s rights approach, but also the procedures leading to those decisions must follow the CRC, and more precisely Art. 12 CRC, as discussed. Given that children are possibly limited in the way they can express themselves in the asylum procedure, especially when compared to adults (UNHCR, 2014), asylum processes require certain guarantees, such as the conduction of interviews in a *child-appropriate manner*, as stipulated under Art. 15(3)(e) of Directive 2013/32/EU.

\(^3\) Mubilanzila Mayeka and Kaniki Mitunga v. Belgium, 13178/03, Council of Europe: European Court of Human Rights, 12 October 2006.
Nevertheless, a tension exists between child-specific rights and the aim for *truth-finding*, which is vividly present in the asylum interview. In Belgium, this procedure is performed at the office of the Commissioner-General for Refugees and Stateless Persons (CGRS⁴), where the caseworker, called *protection officer*, formally hears the applicant and distinguishes the truth from improbabilities and inconsistencies by scrutinizing all relevant elements in the oral testimony of the applicant. Hence, it is of crucial importance that the protection officer protects children’s rights, while at the same time, looking for evidence and inconsistencies in a child’s story. Asylum seeking minors are heard and interviewed several times and are expected to tell a story in a way that is credible and most likely to result in positive outcomes for their claim. For this reason, Maryns (2014) talks about *rehearsed narratives* and the fact that the asylum interview can create a paradoxical situation as it is not so much the request for international protection that is thoroughly researched on its credibility, but rather the storytelling-ability of an asylum seeker. According to Maryns, the victims of this system are those *whose authentic narrative does make sense but who simply do not get the chance to tell their story* (2014, p. 314).

Many people who flee their country, but children especially, are possibly limited in the way they can express themselves in the asylum procedure (UNHCR, 2014). Nevertheless, both under Belgian refugee law and under the Convention, minors undergo the same procedures as adults. Even though children, regardless of their age, fall under the same definitions for refugee or subsidiary protection status, there are some child-specific provisions embedded in both national and international law. More specifically, an asylum-official needs to take into account the multi-layered vulnerability of minors during the asylum interview (asylum hearing in Dutch), so that the process is adapted to the special needs of minors⁵. In addition, there should be a liberal application of the benefit of the doubt rule in children’s claims for protection should there be hesitation regarding the credibility of the child’s story, the burden is not on the child to provide proof, but the child should be given

---

⁵ KB van 11 juli 2003 tot regeling van de werking van en de rechtspleging voor het Commissariaat-generaal voor de Vluchtelingen en de Staatlozen, BS 27 januari 2004.
the benefit of the doubt (UNHCR, 2014). With regard to the latter, Vernimmen & Reyntjens (2018) analysed the asylum application procedures of UAM in the case-law of the Council for Alien Law Litigation in Belgium and came to the interesting conclusion that children, no different from adults, are expected to narrate in detail about their route to Belgium, motives to flee and the social and political context in the country of origin. The importance of credibility and consistency of an asylum story seemed to be no different in children’s claims, even though a liberal application of the benefit if the doubt rule for children should be implemented (UNHCR, 2019, p. 46). Therefore, questions rise on how children’s mental development, maturity and child mentality are considered in daily practice during reception procedures, including asylum interviews and at what point a child’s right to be heard risks to become interpreted as the duty to speak up about the migration story.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, it was our goal to discuss the application of children’s rights in the context of migration, by elaborating on how the voice of the child can be unfolded in different domestic policies and European legal frameworks. By devoting specific attention to reception proceedings in Greece and the administrative processes that follow a child’s application for international protection in Belgium, we emphasized on the right of children to effectively participate in all matters affecting them and having their views taken into account. Even though European countries have ratified the CRC, and human- and children’s rights instruments are getting more and more sophisticated every day, we have identified several implementation gaps, one of the biggest limitations being that a human rights’ narrative goes hand in hand with deep-seated unenforceability issues. Even though protection imperatives are in place, there is a discrepancy between guaranteeing the protection of children’s rights and the effective applicability of the CRC in the case of migrant minors, both during reception proceedings, as well as during the asylum interview. On this subject, we concluded

---

6 This is an independent administrative court in Belgium where an appeal can be made against a decision of the office of the Commissioner General for Refugees and Stateless persons.
that Art. 12 CRC depends entirely on each member States’ aptness to effectively incorporate the CRC within its domestic policy. Ultimately, when it comes to children on the migratory pathway, Pisani (2018, p. 177) frames it most adequately: *in the case of the illegalized young body – the non-citizen – the ‘right to rights’ cannot be assumed.*

In respect of the Greek context in specific, our analysis raised issues on the problematic relationship between administrative detention for migrant minors and Art. 12 CRC, which currently leads to the voice of migrant minors being practically silenced. Under the premise of Art. 12(2) CRC, children should be provided with the ability to be heard in an unstrained manner, regarding all administrative processes that are applied upon them. A critical examination of this provision would lead to the conclusion that asylum-seeking children should have the right to question detention itself, the latter being a measure of administrative character, as discussed. However, to this day, domestic policy in Greece does not acknowledge that *protective custody* has practically been replaced by *administrative detention*, despite the suffering that this entails for children on the migratory pathway. Stemming from this erroneous condition, rights-based research on the applicability of Art. 12 CRC in the Greek legal context is expected, aiming to create an environment where children’s voices are heard. With the achievement of the latter, a more effective legal and procedural framework will be established, and the ground will be set for the positive adjustment and integration of all the CRC provisions in the Greek legal context. Such practices will eventually have a positive outcome and impact on decisions being taken in favour of children, whereas detention will cease to be off the radar when it comes to protecting the rights of migrant minors seeking refuge in Europe.

On the other hand, when it comes to children applying for international protection in Belgium and undergoing the hearing procedure that follows, this contribution has raised questions on the importance of narratives and stories being told. Even though child-specific provisions exist in theory, research has shown that the balance between the aim of *truth-finding* and the aim to protect children’s rights in such procedures is not self-evident. Children, just like adults, need to narrate in detail about their asylum story in a way that is plausible and consistent. When children’s applications fail, this is often due to a lack of
credibility. These inquiries raise even more questions; how central are their authentic voices in procedures and how is due weight given to their voice concerning their age, maturity and multi-layered vulnerabilities? What role can silence have in children’s claims for asylum? In other words, what if being voiced in asylum procedures poses a problem for children?

To answer these questions, we have pointed out the need to discover whether realities lived by children who undergo reception and asylum procedures are in line with rights frameworks and how children experience the rights accorded to them. In order to understand the perplexities and contemporary struggles involved, there is a need to enable children to make themselves be heard, not only in the institutional and procedural asylum and immigration context, where narratives of minors end up in official files, but also in academia where the voice of the child is being transformed in a way that is presentable to the outside world. In the light of research that aims to voice participants, this paper focused on the importance to highlight that issues of voice (such as in the example of the asylum hearing) can be present in academic research as well. More specifically, the participant could share a narrative that is economical with the truth as there could still be a worry about the safety in talking to others (Kohli, 2006). As a result, the voice that is being heard by the researcher could then be an institutional voice that is not authentically represented and therefore superficial (Gilligan, 1993, 2004, 2015). We can thus say that giving voice can be sensitive, even if it is an academic or professional who is listening.

Therefore, we argued that voicing needs to be cautiously decomposed, analysed, and even questioned, both in academia and in asylum procedures. When is a voice authentic, and how is a voice being represented both in and outside of academia? To answer questions as such there is a need to have a better – and more in-depth – understanding of narratives, voice and the context in which voices are being produced, heard and reproduced in the complexity that is part of childhood (Hunleth, 2011; Spyrou, 2011). To this end, an important challenge for researchers is to find ways into children’s visions of life (Clavering & McLaughlin, 2010, p. 607), while giving children’s voices a central place in research. After all, we cannot easily presume that (young) children always have a clear vision with regards to complex subjects such as asylum and migration procedures, for which reason, the researcher should also be
able to take on an informing and facilitating role and provide guidance in the exercise of the CRC rights (Lundy & McEvoy, 2012). It is obvious that in order to produce knowledge, we depend heavily on the stance taken on the relationship between knowledge and knowledge producer (Bauwens, Kennis & Bauwens, 2013).

This relationship needs to be made explicit as it inherently influences methodological frameworks and raises questions on the relationship between participant and researcher, the authenticity of voice and the effects on the representation of voice. James (2007) indicates that giving children a voice in research is not limited to the narrative a child produces, but rather to the way a voice gives us a unique stance on the social world from the perspective of a child. In other words, children’s voices inherently contribute to theory building in our social world. Hence, contemporary research must aim at facilitating asylum-seeking children in raising their voice, so that we gain greater awareness on their experiences throughout all stages of the asylum process. By assessing whether or not the CRC provisions and Art. 12 in specific are applied in a way that protects the rights of children on the migratory pathway, we will be able to explore how these minors experience asylum procedures upon arrival in the host country and further examine the humanitarian aspects of the tension between human rights and immigration policing.
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